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Integrating Software for Sample Size Calculations, Data Entry, and Tabulation:
Software Demonstration of a System for Survey Research

Recent years have shown a large proliferation of software products to aid the survey
researcher. However, few individual products can offer comprehensive assistance from sample
size determinations, survey design, data collection and interviewing, data entry, and tabulation.
This presentation demonstrates three software packages which offer unique features and options
that greatly simplify the survey research process. While not constituting a single software
package, the tools to be demonstrated form a unified system for survey research.

The first package, EPSILON, from Resource Group, Ltd. of Dallas, Texas is designed to
perform a variety of sample size calculations covering most of the commonly encountered survey
research situations and is very useful for designing sampling plans. Copies made be obtained from
the following address:

Resource Group, Ltd.
Three Lincoln Centre

Suite 1600
5430 LBJ Freeway
Dallas, TX 75240

phone: 800-221-6308
fax: 800-238-8849

The second software package, Epi Info, is a word-processing database, and statistics
program created by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). It is shareware and
can be downloaded from the CDC homepage (www.cdc.gov). The manual and diskettes of the
software can be purchased for nominal cost from USD Incorporated (770-469-4098). The manual
is contained within the software. The CDC also provides a Hotline for Technical Assistance
(404-728-0545). Epi Info includes a word processor for creating questionnaires. It also contains
a data entry module that can be linked to the word processor and can be used to create data entry
screens that can appear exactly as the paper copies of the questionnaire. This makes data entry
less error prone and can also be used as a simple CATI or on-screen interviewing technique in
which completed interviews are added to the data set as they are completed. It allows for double
entry and verification as well as coding, skip patterns, and open ended questions. Epi Info also
includes a series of tabulation, statistical analysis, and graphing modules including routines for
random number generation and exact confidence intervals. It has 12 different file formats for
export and actually writes part of the SAS or SPSS code for the user if these file formats are
selected.

The third software package, SPSS, is a comprehensive, integrated system for managing,
analyzing, and displaying data. For more information call 312-329-3500. Other commerce
statistical software packages (e.g., SAS) could easily be substituted into this demonstration but
due to a time limit, only SPSS will be demonstrated. This paper describes how to import Epi Info



generated files into major spreadsheet packages and statistical packages, including some specific
pointers on how to modify Epi Info generated SPSS programming code for optimal use in SPSS
for Windows.

Epsilon Software for Sampling Related Calculations

Features
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The program Epsilon allows you to perform various sampling related calculations quickly
and easily. If you need to know how many subjects to include in an upcoming study, the program
can help provide some guidelines. If you need to report the actual precision you obtained in a
study already completed, this too is available. You can calculate sample size needed, precision
obtained, and standard error for both Simple Random Sampling and Stratified Random Sampling.
Weighting, Coefficient of Variation, z-tests, and an assortment of tools are also offered. The most
frequently requested sampling formulae are conveniently at your disposal, requiring minimum
effort and offering you the opportunity to perform various simulations and "what if' scenarios.

All program options that calculate n, or desired sample size, can be used for estimating
means or proportions. The following functions appear across a variety of situations. Here are
brief explanations of what they perform:

1.) Calculate n (sample size needed) for a given epsilon, tolerable error between obtained
estimates and the population parameter. This indicates how many subjects are required in
order to obtain a given level of precision.

2.) Calculate epsilon (tolerable error) for a given n (sample size). These functions do the
inverse of that above and enable you to do some simulation determining what level of
precision would be expected if you were to obtain a certain number of subjects. They also
allow you to report the actual precision obtained after a study has been conducted. You
may be in a better position to input a standard deviation estimate after the data has been
collected.

3.) Calculate Standard Error of the Mean with the Finite Population Correction (FPC) factor.
Many statistical packages do not provide standard error calculations using the FPC. The
standard error of the mean is impacted by the sampling method, while most statistical
packages assume Simple Random Sampling from an infinite population or Simple Random
Sampling with replacement. These options can be used to determine Standard Errors
using the FPC and considering the sampling method. These options also provide a
confidence interval (CI) around the mean that is based on the standard error figured with
the FPC and sampling method considerations. The z value you enter corresponds to the
desired CI.

The program contains four main sections: 1.) Simple Random Sampling, 2.) Stratified
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Random Sampling, 3.) Tools and Tests, and 4.) Random Number Generators. Each section is
described in detail below.

Simple Random Sampling

To use this section you must first determine if it is necessary to include the FPC in your
calculations. As discussed above, if you are sampling without replacement and plan to sample
more than 5 % of the population, the FPC options will be helpful. The options on the top half of
the screen employ the FPC, those on the bottom half of the menu do not. Next you need to
determine if you are interested in estimating confidence intervals around single parameter
estimates (populations means or proportions), or around the differences between pairs of
parameter estimates. The options on the right side of the screen are to be used when interest lies
in estimating the actual magnitude of a difference between population means or proportions. The
left side of the screen is used when considering a confidence interval around a single parameter
estimate. You will be prompted to enter your estimate of the population standard deviation,
epsilon, and values for N, n, range, and desired % error as needed. The program will calculate
epsilon based upon your entry of desired percent error and range. Specific features are as
follows:

a. Sample size needed to obtain a given sampling error, with or without the finite
population correction factor, when interested in estimating a single mean or
proportion.

b. Sampling error obtained for a given sample size, with or without the finite
population correction factor, when interested in estimating a single mean or
proportion.

c. Standard Error and Confidence Interval around a mean or proportion, with or
without the finite population correction factor.

d. Sample size needed to obtain a given sampling error, with or without the finite
population correction factor, when interested in estimating the difference between
two means or two proportions.

e. Sampling error obtained for a given sample size, with or without the finite
population correction factor, when interested in estimating the difference between
two means or two proportions.

f. Standard Error and Confidence Interval around the difference between two means
or two proportions, with or without the finite population correction factor.
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Stratified Random Sampling

This section offers four different ways to calculate n. They differ in their goals and
allocation schemes. Allocation is the process of determining how many respondents to sample
within each strata. All of these options use the FPC and require you to enter an actual epsilon
value, not a range and percent error. Again, epsilon refers to the amount of error you are willing
to tolerate in either direction around your estimate. It must be measured in the same units as the
mean in question. Each option uses the symbol K to indicate the number of strata. This section
will calculate epsilon for a given n and standard error, just as in the Simple Random Sampling
section. The four allocation methods are as follows:

1.) Proportional Allocation seeks to minimize overall n for a given epsilon and allocates to
strata based on the proportions of the population that each stratum contains.

2.) Optimum Allocation - Seeks to minimize overall n for a given epsilon while allowing
allocation to strata to become whatever is necessary to minimize n. This method can adjust
for differences in variance between strata.

3.) Neyman Allocation - Optimum allocation is a special case of Neyman Allocation when the
cost of obtaining respondents in each stratum is equal. This method allows for
consideration of the cost of obtaining respondents in each stratum. It seeks to minimize
overall n while minimizing cost.

4.) Specified Allocation - Offers the general form of the formula for overall n given stratified
random sampling. It allows the researcher to specify the allocation scheme and then
minimizes overall n while meeting the requested error and allocation scheme.

Tools and Tests

This section contains a variety of z test options including one mean, two means, one
proportion, and two proportions. Each will display one tailed and two probabilities as well as
allow the user to specify the hypothesized amount of difference to test. These features are useful
when reading through a set of standard market research crosstabs. While many of the tabulation
packages allow for significance testing to be placed on the crosstab, the reports may not always
include them. The z test functions can be used to get a rough guess as to whether differences are
beyond what would expected due to sampling error alone in order to determine if significance
testing is warranted. Z tests are in a sense liberal relative to t tests in that with small sample sizes
the critical t will exceed the critical z. Therefore if a difference is not big enough to achieve
significance with a z test it will not do so with a t test either. If a difference is big enough to
achieve significance with a z test it will not necessarily active significance with a t test. The tests
serve as general guideline that can be quickly calculated without further programming. Also
included in this section are factorials, combinations, permutations, weighting, and proportions of
the total area under sections of the normal curve.
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Random Number Generators

The program will generate random numbers from a uniform distribution in a variety of
forms including values between 0 and 1, random starting point in a list of any length, and random
digits up to 7 digits in length. It will also generate phone number extensions to an exchange that
you provide and will delete duplicate numbers as it generates. Random values generated from a
standard normal distribution are also available along with corresponding transformations to any
population mean and standard deviation. Each of these options can be saved to a file, sent to the
screen, or send to a printer.

A Sample Case

If you are estimating parameters for several items on a questionnaire, as is almost always
the case, the question of how to calculate sample size is more complex than if you were interested
in a single parameter estimate. One standard suggestion is to use the values related to the most
important question. Other strategies include using a maximum estimate and using the largest value
across the items. Obtaining an estimate of standard deviation from pilot study data, previous
research, or published statistics can be very useful. Of course this is not always possible, especially
with questionnaires that have never been used before. The method of choosing the maximum
estimate is common and conservative, although maximum variance rarely actually occurs in real
data. Some have suggested that an easy method is to divide the range of possible answers to a
question by 6, since six standard deviation units comprise almost all of the area in a normal
distribution. If you choose to use the maximum estimate method and you are estimating a
proportion, remember that the maximum population standard deviation of a dichotomous (0/1)
variable, is .5. The maximum population standard deviation of a question for which means will be
calculated is the range, that is the highest possible value minus the lowest value, divided by 2.

Consider the case of conducting a survey for a professional organization of 7,500 member
institutions. Suppose a pilot study was conducted, the most important question identified, and
means and standard deviations calculated from pilot data. Let us also assume that the
organization is interested in stratified sampling and has identified two stratification variables of
interest, membership status and organization type. Table 1 illustrates the pilot study results along
with the percentage of the population contained in each strata. Table 2 shows the sampling plan
that would be provided by the software. If the proportional allocation option with a finite
population was selected, the program would prompt the user for the number of strata, 4, the
respective strata weights or proportions of the population they represent, and the strata standard
deviations. In this case the pilot data would be supplied.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here
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Epi Info Data Management Program

The following are steps in entering data into Epi Info. The tutorial is excellent in teaching
how to use the software.

1. Create a ".QES" file in the editor. This file provides the structure for the data file (i.e., the
".qes" file describes the data to be entered). From the main menu choose EPED to enter
the editor. For each variable type in the variable name and indicate the number of columns
needed for the variable. A "#" is used for numeric data and a "_" is used for alphanumeric
data. The saved file name must have the ".qes" extension.

2. Create a ".REC" file. The ".rec" file is where the data are entered. From the main menu
choose ENTER. Type in the name of your file you wish to create. Choose "2" to create a
file. Type in the name of the ".qes" file that will provide the structure for the data file. A
".rec" file will be created. You are ready to enter data.

3. To set limits on certain fields choose CHECK from the main menu. Type in the name of
the ".rec" file. The codes are at the bottom of the screen. To set a minimum and maximum
value for a certain variable go to that variable field, type the minimum value possible (i.e.,
1) press Fl key. Next type the maximum value possible (i.e., 4) and press the F2 key. See
the tutorial or manual for other options available in CHECK.

4. To do double data entry for validation, create two ".rec" files (i.e., datal .rec and
data2.rec). Both can be created from the same ".qes" file. Enter the data in both files.
Choose VALIDATE from the main menu. Enter the name of file 1 and file 2, choose
where the results will be displayed, and choose the name of the linking variable (usually
the ID number). The files will be compared and the results will indicate where there are
discrepancies.

5. To export the files into another format choose EXPORT from the main menu. Type in the
name of the ".rec" file and choose the type of file you wish (i.e., SPSS-PC, SAS, dBase,
etc.). Epi Info will create the new file (i.e., datal .sps for a SPSS file, datal .sas for a SAS
file). The rec file will be preserved. EXPORT will allow you to make as many new files as
you wish.

6. Epi Info will also do simple data analysis from the ANALYSIS option. See the tutorial
and manual for the options.

The CDC encourages this program to be shared so give it to your friends and colleagues.
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Retrieving Epi Info Files into SPSS

Epi Info will export data to a variety of file formats including SAS, SPSS, Lotus, and
dBase. In order to export to another package simply select the export option, select the file type,
identify the *.REC file to be converted, and identify the destination directory and file name for the
exported file. When selecting an SPSS file format, there are a few issues to be aware of. The file

that is exported is actually a program that can be run to create an SPSS dataset. The program
contains a DATA LIST statement along with the data embedded within a BEGIN DATA
statement. The syntax needs to be modified in a few ways in order to actually run within SPSS
for Windows. The example below illustrates the changes (in bold) to be made.

*.SPS Program File as written by EPI Info:

DATA LIST
/ID
/Q3

BEGIN

1-3 Q1 4 Q2 6
1 Q4 3.
DATA

101 2 3

2 3
102 3 4

3 2
103 2 4

3 4
END DATA.

*.SPS Program File as Modified to Run in SPSS for Windows:

DATA LIST RECORDS=2
/1 ID 1-3 Q1 4 Q2 6
/2 Q3 1 Q4 3.

BEGIN DATA
101 2 3

2 3
102 3 4

3 2
103 2 4

3 4
END DATA.
SAVE OUTFILE = "C:\ * \ *.SAV".

The changes involve adding the RECORDS=(n) statement and affixing the record number
after the / within each line of the DATA LIST statement. The SAVE OUTFILE statement will
then save a *.SAV file that can be retrieved with subsequent programs.



Table 1.
Pilot Studv Results for the Most Important Question.

Institution Type

Membership Status Statistic Academic Other

Full Pilot Mean 3.57 3.42

Pilot SD 1.05 1.67

Pop. % 47.52% 16.84%

Associate Pilot Mean 3.47 3.22

Pilot SD 1.08 1.59
Pop. % 22.06% 13.58%

Table 2.
Sampling Plan.

Institution Type

Membership Status Statistic Academic Other

Full Desired n 192 68
Exp. Resp. % 70.00% 50.00%
Sent Out 274 136

Associate Desired n 89 55
Exp. Resp. % 70.00% 50.00%
Sent Out 127 110

Note. - Desired sample sizes are based upon 95% CI with +/- 3% error
and a population size of 7,500.
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